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Someone asked me on twitter how was Denver Express? (@chrishough)

I went to Denver with only a few expectations, to meet cool new people and too 
put on a great event. I'd say I accomplished both of those. The people in Denver 
are great. So nice and really easy going. Everyone showed up to the conference 
with a positive attitude and ready to learn. They asked great questions and really 
appreciated all the work involved. We had about 20 people attend, which is a good 
size for something like this. I met a few guys who said that this was their first time 
ever going to an event for CF ever. They were just really appreciative to meet 
other local developers and talk code.

I gave so much stuff away, seriously. From software to ThinkGeek toys, it was a 
good time for all. Someone even won the Annoy-a-Tron (which is a prize in every 
UG package and Express event), and couldn't resist testing it out. lol It really is 
annoying!

I've posted 4 out of the 6 presentations on the topics page. http://express.cfunited.
com/go/denver/2009/topics

Rob Rusher was first with AIR development. Comments were "Good knowledge 
of info", "Very good info for getting started with AIR", and "I learned a couple of 
things. That is always good."

Mike Brunt was filling in for Patrick Quinn on Wholesum Performance. 
Comments were "Mike has a Killer Accent :-)", "Depth of knowledge", "Provided 
good tricks and tips about most common performance issues" and "lots of great 
info Wow!"

Nate Nelson talked about DB tips. Comments were "Professional and 
Knowledgeable", "Tons of great info", and "Detailed examples, relevant to my 
specific needs."

http://express.cfunited.com/go/denver/2009/topics
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Mike Brunt talked about JVM. Comments were "Its good to know these 
techniques are available.", "Like the demo, Interesting overview", "Great in depth 
info on tuning the JVM and I'm really scared of the JVM - now I feel enabled to 
tune it!"

RJ Owen talked on Component LifeCycle in Flex 3. Comments were "Great info 
on how Flex 3 works informally", "Instructor's knowledge", "In depth and 
informative on an important topic that not many people seem to know a lot about"

Kevin Hoyt talked on CF/LCDS. Comments were "Kevin always makes it look 
easy", "Easy to follow", and "Overwhelmed!! Excellent".

Comments about the event itself: Wish we had longer sessions. More time for 
Q&A. More hands on. It was a solid one day. I got some good info. Good 
advanced content. This was great!! Thank you!! Come back to Denver.
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